Orchid Display
January 12 - February 22
The Visitor Center is abloom with rare plants from local orchid societies, while Filoli’s historic specimens adorn the House.
filoli.org/orchids

Flora Parties
Select dates in February & April
Guided by Filoli staff, artfully combine a mix of fresh flowers and greenery to make your own showstopper. Unleash your creativity and take inspiration from the Garden around you!
filoli.org/parties

House Tour
Discover the stories that bring the House to life with Filoli’s Curatorial staff! Explore each room and the upstairs of the mansion including the Curatorial offices.
filoli.org/tours

Greenhouse Tour
Filoli’s Horticulture team takes you on an exclusive walk through the historic and propagation Greenhouses. Learn about the life of a plant at Filoli, from houseplants to bedding plants to perennials to succulents.
filoli.org/tours

Spring Teas
Experience blooming elegance in Filoli’s Garden House. Tuck into an array of finger sandwiches, scones, and patisseries while sipping tea and champagne in an exclusive setting.
filoli.org/culinary

Service Learning
Service Learning provides a free learning experience on a variety of gardening topics and the chance to give back to this treasured community resource.
filoli.org/service-learning
Filoli’s first family, Agnes and William Bourn, designed the Ballroom as a place to host intimate performances. In 2024, Filoli reintroduces opera and live music in this gilded and glowing venue.

Stella Cole: Love Notes  
February 13, 14, 15, 7:30pm  
Treat your Valentine to an unforgettable concert by jazz artist Stella Cole. She delivers melodies with an exquisite, burnished tone, drawing inspiration from the Great American Songbook and classic films.

Opera San José  
March 13 & 14, 7:30pm  
Opera San José brings their world-class performances to Filoli’s stage. The two-part evening opens with works from the company’s spring production, Florencia en el Amazonas, and closes with a selection of great opera arias.

April in Paris  
April 10 & 11, 7:30pm  
Experience the ‘joie de vivre’ of April in Paris, a delightful rendezvous with acclaimed baritone Edward Nelson and virtuoso pianist Ronny Michael Greenberg. The immersive Parisian salon will be filled with romantic French songs and the unpredictable joy of their Parisian Wheel of Fortune.

filoli.org/performance
Member Mornings
Weekends in March-May
Filoli Members can enjoy the Garden at 9am on Saturdays and Sundays throughout Spring! Stop by to say good morning to our flowers before the crowds.
[link to member mornings]

Stories in Bloom
Go on a hopeful journey with water, dance across the world, hear about the people saving food traditions, and learn about Japanese Day of Remembrance. Programs are free with Filoli admission, reservations required.
[link to stories in bloom]

Welcome Spring!
Embrace the spirit of spring on this kickoff weekend with a blend of cherished traditions and modern fun.

March 2
The Northern California Hanfu Association fills the Garden with pop-up performances in celebration of Chinese Floralia—a festival honoring the goddess of flowers.

March 3
The Bay Area J-Fashion community is invited to don spring-inspired Japanese couture and frolic among the flowers for the picture perfect shot.
[link to spring kickoff]

Daily Talks
Curious about Filoli? Join a 15-minute guided talk to learn more. Topics vary by day and season—peek behind-the-scenes during an Architecture Talk, bask under the blooms of spring trees during a Tree Talk, or discuss tulip tips during a Bulb Talk.

Unlock the Garden Gate
Join the Filoli Guild for more access to special programs and experiences, like our annual Guild Tea Party and free admission for Summer Nights.
Learn more at filoli.org/membership.
Vision

We envision a time when all people honor nature, value unique experiences, and appreciate beauty in everyday life.

Mission

To connect our rich history with a vibrant future through beauty, nature, and shared stories.

Land Acknowledgement

Filoli sits on the unceded ancestral homeland of the Lamchín, an independent tribe of the Ramaytush Ohlone peoples, the original inhabitants and stewards of the San Francisco Peninsula.